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Kazuma's first winter in another world isn't going so well. With companions like Aqua (Arch-priest),

Megumin (Arch-wizard), and Darkness (Crusader), his party of advanced classes should be the

most powerful in Axel--but they're so dysfunctional, even the easiest-seeming quest goes terribly

awry, and they can barely save enough to afford a stable! When an opportunity arises to stay in a

mansion, it's like a dream come true--the only catch is that they have to exorcise the evil spirits

haunting it. Goddess Aqua is an expert with the undead, so the quest should be a piece of cake,

right...? Unfortunately, with this useless goddess, things have a way of working out for the worst...
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Natsume Akatsuki is the author of Konosuba: God's Blessing on This Wonderful World! Kurone

Mishima is the artist behind The Devil Is a Part-Timer! High School!--the high school manga spin-off

of the hit light novel series The Devil is a Part-Timer!

I was pleasantly surprised, after the first volume had been followed so closely by the anime, to find

whole new events in this volume that weren't included in the anime. Kazuma's unfortunate

adventures are just so much fun to experience, and I really appreciate how unapologetic the story is

for its cast of utterly incompetent fools(that you can't help but love because they don't try and make

them likeable). I'm eagerly awaiting the third volume.



As expected of kono suba, this book is funny like anime. Kazuma is a jackass that will fill your life

with more smile.

The series is just fun read. It being of the parody/satire type of fantasy world it makes for a very

interesting take on the world and characters as a whole.

It's a Great book! That's it! Buy It! Freaking love all 3 heroines

Loved the show, bought the light novels to support the author and show my appreciation for the

sieries and there a good read too.

Very enjoyable read!

Konosuba is a refreshing take on the done and overdone fantasy world storyline. The truth about

role playing games is that the most enjoyable experience is to start at the absolute bottom and work

your way up. Of course, having a lot of luck is a big timesaver! It's a little sad that Kazuma is

oblivious of the great spot he's found for himself, but it just goes to show that youth is wasted on the

young.ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚â€°

This is an excellent, fun light novel that covers the second half of the first season of the anime. The

translation is smooth and the story is as enjoyable and lighthearted as the first. Highly recommend

to people looking for a comedic fantasy series!
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